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BUILDING & WEATHERING THE CORNERSTONE HO SCALE    

UNION CRANE & SHOVEL  
 

This model has a minimum of fit challenges and assembles fairly quickly.  The roof sections lack surface detail, but  

look good once the kit is painted, weathered  and assembled. The big challenge for this kit is to measure, cut, apply 

and position the large decals located on both sides of the building. Be sure to wash all the parts prior to  

assembly so that the paint will stick properly.  
 

Airbrushing allows me to mix my own paint colors and all the colors were applied with my trusty Badger 200 single 

action airbrush.  Spray cans were used for the clear gloss and  clear flat paint. I used my last  jar of Floquil tuscon red 

and antique white for the brick and Testors paints for everything else.   For the mortar color, I used a water based 

paint I found at Walmart which worked very well. I thinned this paint with distilled water and applied it  

with a flat brush.  
 

You will need a good supply of Q-Tips for removing the water base mortar color from the brick surface. As with all 

my model railroad structure builds, I used lots of masking tape for this project. To prevent decal silvering, always 

apply decals to a gloss surface. Use decal settling solution to soften the decal and get it to conform to the surface  

details and always remove as much of the clear film from around the decal as possible to reduce the chances of  

silvering around the decal’s edges.  
 

For weathering, I used Floquil tuscon red mixed with Floquil antique white and various shades of Testors enamel 

colors  in combination with colored pastel pencil dust (not oil pastels) applied with flat brushes and sealed with a  

spray can of Testors clear dullcoat.  
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The entire assembly was primed, making it easier to see 

where the voids in the corner  seams were. The were filed 

with white glue applied with a thin wire applicator. Excess 

glue was removed with a damp Q-Tip.  

The brick sections for the inside areas also had voids that 

needed to be filled with white glue.  After all the white glue 

dried, I re-primed these areas to be sure that the white glue 

filled in the voids.  

I added masking tape to all the windows and doors to prevent 

paint dust from adhering to the outer surfaces. The interior 

was airbrushed with Testors flat gull gray color.  

After the interior paint dried, I completely covered the  

interior walls with masking tape. 

The upper edges of the interior areas where exterior brick 

detail was located were carefully masked so that these areas 

could be airbrushed with the brick color.  

The exterior of the building was airbrushed with the last of 

my Floquil tuscon red color.  
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Once all the parts received their pastel dust applications, they  

received a coat of Testors dullcoat to seal  

the pastel colors in place.  

I installed the windows and the doors on the ends first.  

Note how all the colors and shades are starting to contrast 

with one another. This also provides a realistic appearance  

for the building.  

The pastel dust applied to the door gives it a real dirty  

and  weathered look. 

The large window colors contrast well with the various 

shades of the brick surface. 

The dirty door and the weathered appearance of the brick 

compliment one another.  This will also be important when 

we finish applying the large decals to the side walls.  
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The flat roofs also received rust streaks from the upper to the 

lower area.  Be sure to identify which end is the upper area.  



Each section of decal had setting solution applied so that the 

decal will  soften and pull down over the brick detail and  

edges of the raised brick. The second section has been  

applied and lined up with the first decal.   

The third decal section was applied and lots of setting  

solution was used to get the decals to lay around the shallow 

edge of the raised brick. The decal sections also needed to be 

check to be sure they were straight and horizontal.    

The completed decal is straight and level.  To fill in any tiny 

separations between the decal sections, I applied some flat 

black paint with a detail brush.  

The small  warning decals that were to be applied on the 

walls had no white backing, just the red lettering. To make a 

white background  so the warning signs would be legible I 

cut out some white sections from an old decal sheet.  

The small white rectangles were applied at their respective 

locations around the building.  

You can clearly see the sheen of the clear gloss paint that 

makes decal application so much easier, and prevents  

decal silvering.  
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